our commitment to

Ethical Trading

About
Stone Age
Stone Age, a Government of India recognized
export house situated in Jaipur, right in the heart
of the sandstone country.
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Stone Age
& Ethical Trading
All aspects of ethical trading were introduced into the work culture of Stone Age way before
this important subject was made public. For us ethical trading is a way of life and is rooted deep
within our organisation’s conscience. We do not use ethical trading practices as vehicles
of self promotion but use it as a means to:

Improve the quality of life for our work force.
Spread awareness about ethical trading to others in this filed.
Improve the quality of our products.
Contribute in our own small way to the development of society.
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Experience a world
of difference
Our own quarries
A host of Indian stone companies and their
counterparts in the U.K. claim that they source
material form their own quarries. However,
nothing can be further form the truth. Most
companies buy stones from quarries owned by
local village people.

We differ in this aspect form other companies.
Besides owning our own substantial quarries
which are producing good quality material on
a regular basis, Stone Age has drawn up a list
of suppliers of raw material who must be
registered companies, carrying out their
operations from Government approved quarries.
A further mandatory requirement for these
companies is that they must abide by all
social and labour laws.
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No packing at the quarry
Most companies exporting natural sandstone

Being a natural stone, there can always be

are inclined to get the stone processed and

variation in the stone but some companies in

packed at the quarry head. Such a process

the UK add words like BLEND or MIX to the

gives no specific guarantee that there has

name of sandstone in a bid to get around the

been an adherence to the labour laws besides

problem of the extreme mix of colours.

the quality standards.
Lots of quarries have different colours of
sandstone running through the seams.
When products are packed at the quarry, It is
impossible to carry out a selection process

At Stone Age, We refuse to pack anything at
the quarry head and all the raw material is
transported to our manufacturing facility
in Jaipur.

that ensures that the quality and colour of
the stone meets specific standards.
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State-of-the-art production facility
Spread over 40,000 square meters in Jaipur, Stone Age boasts one of the best production
facilities for natural stones in the whole of India.

The production technology used by Stone Age is not only amongst the finest in India, but can
match the best in the world. We use the most modern plant, equipment and machinery to
manufacture superior quality products which in turn allow us to achieve high standards of
customer satisfaction.
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Focus on quality
Once the raw material is transported to our production facility, it undergoes a series of
procedures, such as splitting of the sandstone into required thickness, segregation for colour,
and various other procedures to meet the parameters of quality, adhered to by Stone Age.

At Stone Age, our quality control department checks the products as many as three times to
ensure that the quality of the products is up-to-the-mark. It is only after a stringent quality
check, that the material is packed into crates, ready for export
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Packaging Shipping
House keeping
Packaging
Stone Age has been at the forefront of innovative
changes in packing methodology. Our innovative
methods have been so successful that many other
companies have followed suit. In our effort to conform
to the health and safety standards both in India and
abroad, we have implemented numerous changes. One
example is the use of plastic banding in place of metal,
thereby reducing the risk of cuts and injuries.

Safety and environmental issues are uppermost in our
minds. We have reduced the usage of timber in our
crates by as much as 30%! This has not only eased the
struggle faced while emptying the crates but has also
reduced the felling of trees. Stone Age is fully
committed to controlling environment pollution and
deforestation.
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Shipping

House keeping

At Stone Age we have our own shipping

As can be seen, the pictures ably illustrate the

department. This department is responsible

fact that our standards of housekeeping are

for the correct loading of crates in to the

extremely high and meet the international

containers before they are loaded on to

guidelines. Our housekeeping has been

the vessel and we also carry out our own

admired by a lot of our international clients.

customs clearance. This allows us to ensure
that the crates reach the final destination
in good condition.
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Staff

Annual Day

We are a company that believes in equal

Annual day celebrations are held every year

opportunity. There is no discrimination on

at Stone Age. A myriad of cultural programs

the basis of gender, race, creed or ethnicity.

are held on this days, which also includes the

We select our labour force on the basis of

award ceremony for the best staff performers

individual capability.

in various departments. The festivities are
topped off by a gala dinner. This not only

We provide all our staff with a fair and

helps build a bond between labour and

adequate standard of earning, which has

staff but also give public recognition for

always been above the minimum figure for

good work.

wages set by the Government.
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Suggestion Box

No Child Labour

The suggestions of our employees are very

Stone Age strongly condemns use of child

important at Stone Age. This is why we have

labour. Our facility has been inspected and

incorporated the use of a suggestion box

approved by the labour department of the

which is taken very seriously. Each suggestion

Government of India and has been certified

is awarded by a fixed amount and if the

that it does not use any child labour.

suggestion is approved and implemented by
the management, the person giving the
suggestion is suitably rewarded.

Health and Safety
We at Stone Age strive to meet the highest
possible standards of health and safety. Our
hygienic and safe working conditions match
the best in the world, and it is our constant
endeavour to better them. Clean washrooms,
which are inspected 3 times a day, are just one
aspect of our commitment to give our work
force a top class working environment.

Our Staff is issued with the most up-to-date
protective gear that includes protective
footwear, gloves, goggles, hard hats,
amongst various other safety wear.
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Audits & Certificates
At Stone Age we believe in adhering to a strict framework of policies and regulation.
In accordance with this belief, the company has undergone a process of stringent audits.

The result has been that we have been awarded ISO:9001:2000 by TUV, Rhineland Germany.

In addition, all our policies and practices for social and ethical trading have been confirmed
as per the standards of SA 8000 by Qualicon consultancy. In fact, our company is the only
natural stone industry in India, which has achieved this approval and meets all the demanding
set of conditions stated under SA 8000, a European standard.
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Social Responsibility

Continuing Efforts

Stone Age strongly believes that sustained

Stone Age believes that a lot of ground still

and focused efforts are a prerequisite to

needs to be covered in terms of social

raising the living conditions of people from

development and it is our steadfast resolve to

poorer communities, especially the children

do all that can be done in this regards.

in India.
We have incorporated “Stone Age Charitable
Since 2001, Stone Age has given active

Trust” with a mandate to further develop the

contribution for helping build the

infrastructure of the school and also to provide

infrastructure for a school near our facility.

help to the poor and the needy in terms of

The school is not only for the use of our

medical treatment, which they would

staff’s children, but for the local community

otherwise be unable to afford.

as well. It is our belief that no child should
be bereft of a good education, no matter

Stone Age Contributes to the trust on a

what their background or upbringing.

monthly basis and the amount it donates is
commensurate with the growth of the

The Government has duly recognised the

company. The accounts from the trust are

sincere efforts of Stone Age and its CEO

annually audited independently and will

Mr. Sanjeev Agrawal in this sphere and has

be available for public viewing.

awarded them with the highest State honour
which is a rare feat and not received by any

Stone Age extend their invitation to our

other stone company.

customers from around the world to join
hands with us and help us in our efforts to
raise funds to aid the deprived communities in
India. Any contribution small or large will be
greatly appreciated.
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Our Stock in the U.K.
All our containers are unloaded and stored at

Controlling the whole
supply chain ....

our facility at lpswich. We keep over 400

We are the only group controlling the whole

containers in stock at the yard in lpswich

supply chain right from the source in India

besides more than 600 in India. This enables

to the final destination in the UK. This enables

us to give fast deliveries and our customers

us to guarantee superior quality products

know that we will have sufficient stocks

which have been produced keeping in mind

during peak summer months.

the highest standards of ethical trading, social
responsibility and customer driven quality.

Awards

We would like to congratulate you on

Our standard of quality and customer

thank you for contributing to raise the

satisfaction can be vouched by the fact that

standard of living in India.

choosing a high quality product and

we have been presented with awards by the
Government of India on a continuous basis
since 1996 and have been recently given an
award by FIEO, the highest exporting body in
India. The award was presented by
Mrs. Pratibha Patil, President of India.
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Testimonials
A well organised company and having

It was great to see your factory which

professional attitude. Highly impressed

is one of the cleanest I have seen any

with its activities.

where in the world.

Stanislas Marichal, Belgium

Nancy Epstein, USA

Well set out operations that have vision.
Mohammad Mohuden, South Africa

Great products and super organisation.
Sergio Barria, Italy

Very nice factory, we are pleased to trade
with Stone Age.
Jose Ramon Puente F., Mexico

Good to see the great progress, I have no
doubt that you will be the biggest in India
quit soon.
Hayden Davies, UK
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Head Office
117, Jaipur Towers, M.I. Road
Jaipur 302001. India
100% EOU
Village Saipura, Diggi-Malpura Road
Sanganer, Jaipur-303902 (India)
T: +91-141-3242001-06
F: +91-141-2730984
E: sales@stoneage.co.in
www.stoneage.co.in

